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All week round, waves of excitement rushed over the Integrated Programme (IP) cohort
as enthusiastic students prepared for the annual Open House that was to take place on 26th
May, 2018. Temasek Junior College (TJC) held its breath in anticipation as students welcomed
the crowds that swarmed through the college’s gate. Upon entry, our friendly students greeted
visitors with hospitality and warmth. Visitors were then whisked off for a guided tour of the huge,
beautiful campus, by ambassadors who dressed smartly in the unmistakable green uniform.
Subject, special programmes and personal development programmes (PDP) booths
which were all ran by IP students were set up around campus. Students at the booths
entertained questions by visitors and gave them insights to what the TJC life was like for
students.
This year, TJC decided to
invite its JC1 cheerleaders to put on
a show for all visitors. The
cheerleading was filled with zest
and confidence, giving visitors a
glimpse of how spirited TJCians
are. Throughout the day, various
performing arts PDPs like the
Modern Dance Club, Choir, IP
Symphonic Band, Guitar Ensemble
and the Malay Cultural Society
showcased their performance and
added on to the celebratory
atmosphere. Parents and potential
students also flocked into the
auditorium to listen to talks by our
principal and deans.

IP Symphonic Band performing their concert piece

The TJC Open House also acts as a bonding opportunity for the entire IP cohort. By
working hand in hand with seniors, peers and juniors to set up booths and guiding visitors
through tours, the IP students bonded over the eventful Saturday morning activities. One such
memorable activity was the TJC mass dance segment where students across classes and levels
voluntarily danced together before erupting into impromptu TJC cheers. The enthusiasm of
cheers and dances emphasises how the college has successfully instilled pride for the school in
its students.
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However over the years, TJC has
faced a minor dip in its cut-off point and
giving rise to some doubts in parents’
and students’ minds when evaluating
school choices.
Ms Kwan Kah Wai, an IP tutor and
the overall in charge of this year’s Open
House, assured us that while it is true
that the cut off point for TJC’s Integrated
Programme has dropped, that is not of
major concern.
We remain confident of our
programme and believe in the quality of
our students. At the end of the day,
TJC Students enjoying the mass dance
what’s most important is not the PSLE
(Primary School Leaving Examination) Tscore but the A level score.” Our Integrated Programme successfully nurtures students and
drives them to achieve excellence as proven by TJC being recognised as being one of the few
Junior Colleges in Singapore with a mean University Admission Score (UAS) of at least 80
among its many achievements at the A-level results release earlier this year.
“When students believe in themselves and
work hard, PSLE T-scores and cut off points don’t
matter” Ms Kwan reassures, highlighting the motto
that TJC strongly believes in - you are smarter than
you think; you are stronger than you seem; you are
braver than you believe.”

Auditorium filled with parents and students
tuning in to the Principal’s talk
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